
Strategies for Researching and Getting Ready to Create 
your Business Plan 
You’ve probably heard the old cliché:  “He who fails to plan, plans to fail”.  There’s a great 
deal of truth to this slogan.  Those who are successful in business don’t shy away from 
creating strong business plans. 

But there are also times you don’t have a choice, whether or not you feel comfortable about 
it:  You have to create a business plan.  For example, you’re applying to join a government 
program and submitting a business plan is one of the requirements… or you want to expand 
your business, but you need a bank loan.  In the latter case, submitting a detailed business 
plan is paramount. 

Business plans come in all shapes and sizes… from ones scribbled on napkins to ones that 
look like dry, thirty-page legal documents. 

Which type of business plan is right for you and your business today? 

Step 1.  Determine What Type of Plan You Need 

Your goal in creating a plan in conjunction with where your business is “at” right now will 
dictate what type of finished product you end up with. 

!  

Before you can determine this, however, familiarize yourself with the more common types of 
business plans… 

1. Start-up Plan – This type of plan outlines the new operation, introducing the company 
as an entity.  It typically covers and introduces areas such as: 

• The industry or niche the business serves 

• The product(s) being produced 

• A mission statement 

• An executive summary 

• The market and its demographic data 

• Method of operation 

• Forecasts for future growth 



• Projected sales and profits 

• Financial data such as cash flow sheets and balance sheets 

• Start-up costs and projected operational costs 

• Milestones already achieved 

• Team members – both management and workforce 

• Appendices 

This list may seem daunting if you’re new to business plan creation, but remember that 
several of these sections can easily consist of a short paragraph each. 

Creating a start-up plan provides a solid, well-defined structure for your business, even if 
you are the only person who is ever going to see it.  It will give you a realistic overview of 
your business and make it much easier for you to plan and move towards your goal. 

2. Feasibility Study – This type of business plan is almost always required if you are 
seeking government, bank or business-organization-funded start-up grants or loans. 

!  

It includes many or all of the elements in a start-up plan, but market analysis should 
play a major role, as well as projected costs and expenses. 

Its purpose lies in determining whether or not the proposed business is going to be 
viable.  The question it should answer is:  “Does this candidate know what she is talking 
about?” !

3. Strategic Plan – A strictly internal plan, this one is all about prioritizing and goal-setting. 
It might be included in a company manual or distributed to management. It normally cuts 



out window-dressing such as mission statements and financial data, focusing instead on 
actions that need to be taken, in order to get the company from A to Z. 

4. Operations Plan – This is the type of plan you would create annually.  It is used as a 
road map, and normally includes data such as steps to be taken over the year, projected 
implementation dates, deadlines, and data such as which department, team and 
supervisor is responsible for each step. 

5. Internal Plan – This type gives more of an overview.  It can be very down-and-dirty, if it 
is meant to serve a specific stage of growth or step in the company’s planning… or it 
can be a “snapshot”, meant for the company manual.   

6. Expansion Plan – This type of plan can be internal or written for potential investors.  It 
needs to be as specific and thorough as possible if used for the latter purposes, 
including data such as: 

• Mission Statement 

• Executive Summary 

• Organizational structure 

• Sales 

• Profits and losses 

• Projected growth 

• Projected expenses 

A business plan is not a set-and-forget document that sits forever unchanged, cast in stone.  
It is a business aid you can revisit and revise.  Business plans are a necessary part of your 
strategies. 

Over the lifetime of your business, you may create many different types and versions of your 
company business plan. Learning how to create one quickly and effectively – ones that 
include only data relevant to that plan’s particular purpose – will serve you well. 

Step 2.  Researching Your Data 

But where do you find the data you need… particularly information that hasn’t even been 
created yet? And how do you decide:  

• Which information you can leave out  

• Which information you absolutely must include 

The latter is easy:  Suit the sections you include to that particular business plan’s purpose. 

As for the former – finding the data you need – there are many easy ways to do this; both 
online and off. 



1. Create Surveys – Online and offline surveys provide a wonderful starting point for 
finding out what your target audience wants, what they’re willing to pay, what their 
problems are, what they want most urgently; what’s not being provided. 

Offline surveys could be as simple as getting permission from your local mall’s 
management and accosting people with a clipboard; asking customers who visit your 
physical store to fill out a short survey; including a short written survey on a stamped 
postcard with a regular physical mailing or simply asking people at business functions, 
club meetings or at industry fairs or events.  This type of firsthand research is called 
“primary research”. 

Online surveys are easily created with apps and online software, often provided for 
free. Try SurveyMonkey, which provides possibly the easiest way in the world to create 
your own highly-effective, online custom survey. 

!  

All you may ever need is their basic free plan – especially if you just want to provide 
impressive-looking data for start-up business plans.  And don’t be intimidated if you 
glean only a handful of responses.  As long as the respondents accurately represent 
your target market and you are up-front and truthful about your numbers, you can 
impress potential investors with even small surveys. 

!  

What surveys say to backers is that you actually took the time to poll your target market 
and glean real-time data and feedback. 



Paid “pro” SurveyMonkey accounts run from $19.95 CAD per month to $69.00 CAD 
(their “Platinum” plan, which includes capabilities such as adding your logo and brand 
colors, sending your respondents to custom destinations, random assignment for A/B 
split testing and your own research.net survey URLs. 

2. Visit Online Statistics Sites – You can also collect impressive and accurate statistics 
for your business plan by visiting statistics sites such as… 

Alexa – When this powerful stat site’s home page opens up, simply type the keyword or 
name of a specific online company you would like data for in the Search box. 

!  

Select a company to analyze… 

!  

If it is one of the advertised, promoted companies at the top of the page, type its URL 
into the Alexa search bar… 

!  



If it is just one of the search results below the featured companies, you can simply click 
on the name. 

!  

When a new page opens up, click “Get details”. 

!  

You can then take a screenshot of the displayed graph showing growth and decline, 
copy statistics or click on any anchor text or tab to get in-depth information on the link 
you selected. 

!  

If you are presenting data to a nuts-and-bolts investor such as a bank manager or 
government agency case manager, you can often impress the heck out of them with 
detailed data from stats sites such as Alexa.  Believe it or not, many of these investors 
don’t know how to easily glean industry data, and automatically assume you spent days 
collecting and assembling such data – when all it took was a couple of clicks! 

But the bottom line is that your data will be truthful and accurate. 

!



Other useful stats sites include: 

Quantcast – A wonderful site for giving detailed niche or industry demographic 
information such as age, gender, marital status, education level and more for your 
potential niche customers. 

Another useful feature Quantcast provides:  The “Audience also likes” button, instantly 
supplies you with a whole new range of clickable, similar sites to analyze. 

With Quantcast, be sure to also click on the “See more” button for each section, to get 
an even more detailed breakdown of facts. 

!  

You can also find and access government figures for your industry. 

Collecting statistics that are already in existence is called “secondary research”. 

You need both types of statistics for your business plan. 

Step 3.  Study Your Competitors 

There are other ways besides stats sites to study your competitors. 

Visit your local Chapters store or supermarket and head for the magazine section.  Find the 
sub-section that specifically covers your niche.  Take note of: 

• How many magazines for your niche 

• Top headlines (these are your hot topics) 

• Industry experts and celebrities 

• The advertisements for products (particularly noting prices) 

You can do the same online by visiting sites such as Magazines.com and Amazon. 



Once you have a thorough understanding of your industry’s facts and figures, you’ll be in a 
strong position to add it to personal information you already know (such as where your business 
is going to be located; what type of products it will sell, et cetera) to start creating your powerful, 
targeted, unique business plan. 

Useful Links and Resources 

SBA.gov – A start-up initiative to help empower American entrepreneurs 

Service Canada -- Start-up business resource links and information for Canadians  

Business.gov.au – Start-up business resource links and information for Australians 



Step-by-step Instructions for Creating a Business Plan 
You’re ready to create your business plan… or are you?  Here are the basics you need to 
have in place. 

Step 1.  Define Your Business 

You have a good idea of what you want your business to do.  You’ve done preliminary 
research and identified your target market.  You know what type of business model you 
want; whether it’s retail or trade, service-based or product based.  So how would you explain 
your business, if asked to do so? 

Many people find themselves hemming and hawing at this point.  You know what it’s all 
about, but it’s a little hard to sum up. 

If this sounds like you, you’re not ready to sit down and put your plan together.  You need to 
define your business model the way a diamond cutter perfects a diamond. 

Ask yourself the following questions: 

• What does my business do? 

• How does it do it? 

• Who does it serve? 

• What “gap” does it fill? 

• What is unique and special about my business? 

• What is my business’ strongest advantage for its clients or customers? 

It may be a trifle outmoded, but after you’ve done this, think “elevator speech”.  Imagine 
stepping into an elevator and bumping into someone who asks you what your business is all 
about.   

What would you answer, in three lines or less?  How would you strip away all irrelevant 
detail?  

How would you summarize your business? 

Step 2. Write your Mission Statement 

One of the best ways to create your elevator speech lies in writing out a mission statement 
for your business. 

This doesn’t just explain what it sells or what it does:  It encapsulates your company’s core 
values, beliefs, ethics, goals and purpose. 

The best way start writing:  Look at examples of other company mission statements. 

These can be as short as a simple sentence, tag line or slogan… or comprise more than 
one paragraph:  However, mission statements should try to get to the heart of your business 
as clearly and directly as possible. 



Let’s take a quick look at a sampling of effective Fortune 500 company mission statements: 

• “To make the world's information universally accessible and useful” – Google 

•  “To be America's best run, most profitable automotive retailer” – AutoNation, Fort 
Lauderdale, FLA 

• “To discover, develop and deliver innovative medicines that help patients prevail over 
serious diseases” – Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, New York, NY 

• “Create value for shareholders through the energy business” – Kerr-McGee 
Corporation, Oklahoma City, OK 

• “Mattel makes a difference in the global community by effectively serving children in 
need . Partnering with charitable organizations dedicated to directly serving children, 
Mattel creates joy through the Mattel Children's Foundation, product donations, 
grant making and the work of employee volunteers. We also enrich the lives of 
Mattel employees by identifying diverse volunteer opportunities and supporting their 
personal contributions through the matching gifts program.” 

• “To bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the world” – Nike Inc., 
Beaverton, OR 

• “Our business is pharmaceutical care. Our mission is positive outcomes” – 
OmniCare, Covington, KY 

• “We fear change.” – Wayne Campbell, Wayne’s World, movie; 1992 

!  

!
When writing your company mission statement, follow these tips: 

1. Be as clear and direct as possible 



2. Avoid clichés and overused phrases like “culture of diversity” or “with particular 
emphasis on” 

3. Cut out adjectives and adverbs, which weaken your prose.  If a sentence doesn’t 
work without adjectives and adverbs, split it into shorter sentences and rewrite 
completely 

4. Cut out unnecessary words.  This includes filler phrases such as “Be that as it 
may” and “unlikely though it may be”. 

5. Show how your company benefits the community, shareholders and/or the world 

You may find yourself amazed at how much writing a strong mission statement clarifies your 
company vision. (Keep it short enough, and it can double as your slogan or tag line – and 
help brand your business – just as DeBeers did with its famous slogan, below.) 

!  

!
Step 3.  Decide Which Type of Plan You Need 

Who is it for?  What effect does it have to have on them? Do you need to provide projections 
for a Feasibility study?  Are you attempting to show how financing would bring a successful 
return to a bank or investor? 

!



Decide which of the following plan types will best serve your purpose at this time… 

• Start-up Plan – For your own clarification; or for presenting to potential investors or 
backers 

• Feasibility Study – As above; plus more in-depth market analysis and projected 
costs and expenses 

• Strategic Plan – Strictly internal; all about actions that need to be taken.  May be 
included in a company manual 

• Operations Plan – Annual road map containing implementation dates, deadlines 
and responsibility allocation 

• Internal Plan – Overview or snapshot, to be included in the company manual 

• Expansion Plan – Similar to a Feasibility Study.  Detailed report aimed at investors, 
banks and backers.  Includes profits and losses, projected growth and expenses, 
opportunities and steps for expansion 

Step 4. Assembling Your Data 

Make sure you have all the data and research you need completed and at hand.  This can  
include: 

• Survey results, scans and screenshots 

• Industry statistics 

• Statistics from any split-testing you may have done 

• Market research results 

• Sales figures 

• A balance sheet 

• Other financial data  

• Your mission statement, slogan and/or tagline 

• Graphic file containing your company logo, in .JPG or .PNG format 

• Headshot .JPG or .PNG 

• Any other relevant photographs in .JPG or .PNG file, including a snapshot of your 
premises; headshots for any key personnel or staff members 

Step 5. Use a Template 

If you’ve never created a Business Plan before, your best bet is to use a template.  You can 
either obtain a sample of an existing plan (online or from your bookkeeper or a friend with a 
successful business) and model your own on that one or you can download an actual blank 
5emplate (recommended). 



If you want a free template, you can easily use MS Word to help you search Office.com for 
likely candidates.  If you have MS Word 2010, simply click on your “File” tab, then “New” in 
the left-hand, vertical menu.   Overwrite “Search Office.com for templates” with “Business 
Plan”. 

!  

Browse through available plans, and select the best candidate; then press the “Download” 
button.  (Be sure to save a Master Copy of your new Template!) 

!  

Not all these templates are created equal, so do pay attention to the rating given each one 
in the right-hand sidebar. !

!  



You can search the net for other sources of free Templates such as the BDC website and 
About.com.  Just be sure you are accessing a reliable site and don’t download anything 
unless you’re either very sure of the source or have run a search with the site name plus 
qualifiers like “complaints”, “review” or “malware”. 

Business Plan Sites – Also consider taking out a subscription to a business plan creation 
site, which will provide you with guaranteed top-quality, easy-to-use and customize 
Templates and wizards. 

Two currently popular and well-recommended subscription sites are LivePlan by Palo Alto 
software ($19.95 per month at time of writing) and Bizplan ($29.95 per month at time of 
writing).   

!  

Both these companies have standalone versions of the software that you can purchase for a 
one-time only fee.   

Step 6.  Start Writing! 

Once you’ve assembled your data, create an outline before you ever enter a word of body 
text.  This will help you create a well-balanced plan that is neither missing any sections nor 
focusing too much on one particular section. 

If you are using a Template that already provides you with a structured table of contents and 
outline, you can simply start filling in your body data straight away. 

Ditto, if you are using an online wizard. 

If you are writing from scratch, however, it is vital to create your outline first.  In any type of 
business plan, your headings should include: 

• A cover page, with your logo and who the Plan is for 



• A Table of Contents (TOC) 

• A Mission Statement 

• Executive Summary (if applicable) 

After that, add or include sections as needed, depending on the type of plan you intend to 
create. 

A basic Start-up Plan or Feasibility Study should contain (after the previous sections already 
indicated) a TOC sectioned into the following basic sections: 

!  

The amount of detail in each section will depend on the type of plan. 

!
 

Step 7.  Proof Your Plan 

When you have finished your business plan, run a spell checker on it.  Go through the 
results carefully and make any corrections.  Then save your plan, and put it away for at least 
a day. 

Next morning, read through it.  Correct any errors and highlight klutzy sentences you want to 
rework. 

If you are preparing a Business Plan for a government-funded business 
assistance agency or your bank, be sure to ask if they have a preferred 
Template they would like you to use.



Run the spell checker again.  Let it sit.  Re-read it and proof it again. 

Create a Master Copy and backup in both digital and print format before distributing print-
outs of your plan to the proper parties. 

Congratulations – you have now completed your first business plan.  Just remember that 
business flans are never static: They are living, breathing roadmaps for your growing – and 
successful – business. 



Your Business Plan Template  !
Familiarize yourself with the different types of business plan before you create your own.  Once 
your research is done, you can use this template to fill in your plan.  (Be sure to keep a blank 
Master Copy.) !

!!
Important:  Delete this page, when you have finished customizing your plan.   

!
Instructions !

1. Replace everything in square brackets with your own unique data. !
Example: !

Replace [youremailaddress.com] with mandysmith@officeservices.com !
Do not include the square brackets. 

2. Once you have filled in the questions, delete the actual questions and instructions, and 
keep your data. 

3. Once you have filled in the questions, delete this page to reset page numbers. 

4. You can put your Mission Statement on a separate page… or fit it where you think it is 
most appropriate (within the first four pages) 

5. Add or delete sections not relevant to your Business Plan purpose 

6. The bigger your business, the more detailed and complete your descriptions and 
charts should be – especially if you are seeking financial backing 

7. If you are applying for assistance from a government or commerce-funded program, 
be sure to address their specific requests 

8. If you are provided personal information about key management team members, 
include a headshot and/or CV listing their accomplishments and accreditations 

9. Include as many surveys, charts, graphs and external data as you can to support your 
statements 



!!!!!!
Your 

Company 
Name 

!
[Plan Type e.g. Feasibility Study] 

[Your Name] 
(000) 000-0000 

[youremailaddress.com] 
[Date] 
!

!  
!

[Name of Organization Plan is 
being presented to] !



Table of Contents !
When you have finished customizing this template with your business plan data, return here, 
delete these instructions and create your TOC MS Word; either automatically or manually.   !

• If you don’t know how to create a fluid TOC, you can find a “quick reference card” at 
Microsoft Office Help. !

• For a more detailed video course (broken down into short video sections), go to the  
Microsoft Office TOC Overview. !

!  !!



Mission Statement !
• If using a paragraph, center in middle of page, along with “Mission Statement” headline. !
• If using a single-line slogan or tagline, consider deleting this page and including it 

prominently elsewhere:  E.G. your Cover Page or underneath your Company Profile, if 
space allows. !



Company Profile !
Company Name 
Address 
Website URL: 
Contact email: 
Phone number(s): !
[Company Name] is a [new/existing] business serving the [industry category/niche] market.  It 
operates out of [your location].  It is [a physical] [an online] business.  Its legal form is [Sole 
Proprietorship/Incorporated/a Limited Liability Corporation/other]. !
Give details re: !

• Size 
• Management structure 
• Number of employees 
• Target market and USP (unique selling position) 
• Expertise level 
• Scope of work 
• Hours of operation !!

Duties and responsibilities of management/key staff/consultants !
What your company does 



!!
My Market !
Customer Profile !
Describe your ideal target customer including: !

• Location 
• Numbers 
• Age, marital status, income, number of children, education level, ethnicity 
• State whether or not their numbers are growing or declining 
• Trends affecting your customer demographic 
• What they spend on products/services similar to yours 
• Who do they purchase these products or services from? 
• Where and how do they buy them? !

Competition !
[Profile up to three main competitors. You can include mind maps, charts or other graphic 
representations] !

• Who? 
• Where?  
• Size? 
• Market segments they serve 
• Give a rough estimate of their sales 
• Approximately how long have they been in business? 
• Paint a word picture:  Sketch out their strengths and weaknesses 
• State whether or not they are growing 
• What is their market share? 
• Where will you fit in? 
• How will you overcome any competitive disadvantages? !!!

Market Size and Market Share  !
• Estimated size ($) of your target market.  Project your share as realistically as possible 
• Market Size = Number of Customers x Expenditure Per Customer  !

Detail what proportion of target market you expect to capture.  Explain how you will: !
• Increase the size of the market 
• Take market share away from existing competitors !

*Include printouts of any surveys or data you feel supports your position !



My Marketing Plan !
Product and Services  !

• Describe your product or service mix and depth of service. 
• Explain its unique advantage over competitors, and which customer needs it is 

addressing 
• Explain how you envision your product/service mix changing over time 
• Detail where consumer demand for your products or services is at (increasing, declining, 

stable) 
• Project where demand will be over the next 2-5 years !

Location, Place or Distribution/Delivery !
• Where are your target customers located? 
• Where will you locate your business – and why? 
• How large is your place of business  
• What are your costs (initial, monthly and/or one-time:  E.G. Purchase of building, rent, 

taxes, maintenance, utilities, renovation) 
• State whether or not you will need parking or public access (include photograph of 

building exterior, if desired) 
• If customers or clients will visit you, describe your building interior 
• List any equipment or furniture you will need  
• Include a plan-o-gram, if customers or clients will visit your physical premise 
• Detail how you plan to display your merchandise, if relevant  
• If you will be distributing products via any other means than their visiting the store, detail 

how (e.g. shipping by UPS, Postal Service)  !
Pricing !

• What you are planning to  charge for your products or services  
• How did you arrive at your pricing structure and strategy 
• How much mark up/profit margin are you allowing 
• How do your prices or profit margins compare to your competitors/industry averages?  
• Summarize your pricing strategy !

Manufacturing Process (if applicable) 
  
Describe how your products will be manufactured, including details about: 

• Design and development 
• Plant used 
• Equipment needed/already owned 
• Levels of inventory maintained (parts, supplies, finished product units) 
• Lead time in manufacturing process 
• Production costs (variable, fixed) 
• Quality control !

*Include a manufacturing flow chart illustrating your process from A to Z, if desired. !
[1-5 year] Financial Projections !
Start-up Costs  !



Your start-up costs comprise one-time cash amounts outlaid for set up before business is ready 
to open.  This should include: !

• Premises 
• Business licenses 
• Business fees 
• Capital equipment (any equipment over $200.00:  E.G. Computer system; refrigerator) 
• Renovations 
• Inventory (first batch of manufactured physical items that you will open with) 
• Supplies and materials 
• Any other miscellaneous start up costs !

Sales Forecast !
Provide a summary of the people or organizations most likely to purchase your product(s) or 
services.   !

• Particularly address the most urgent need they would be seeking to address, or which 
major benefits would attract them 

• If they will visit your physical location, explain how many of this demographic is located 
in your market area 

• Detail their primary concern or attraction, when purchasing your products or services:  
(Price?  Quality?  Ease of use? Unique solution?  Other? __________ ) 

• Detail purchase cycle.  (Daily?  Weekly?  Monthly?  One time?  Other? __________ ) 
• Detail any season patterns likely to affect your sales, either positively or negatively 
• How much (in dollars and/or units) would a typical customer invest in per purchase visit? !

Promotion !
• How likely is your target audience to become aware of your new business organically, 

without promotion? 
• How will you make sure your customers hear about your products or services?  

(Newspapers, radio, TV, affiliate program, word of mouth, distributors, agents, other 
_________ ) 

• Sketch out your promotion budget, paying particular attention to expenditure vs. return-
on-investment (ROI).  (Remember that these are projections, and don’t get too uptight 
being exact.)  

  
*Total all of the above and also include your one-time startup costs in your cash flow 
projection. !
Summary   !
Finish off by summarizing your business – and where you see it in 2-5 years. 



Using LivePlan to Create Your Business Plan !
You’ve decided to make things easy and sign up for LivePlan.  This guide will walk you through 
quickly setting up your account and creating your first business plan. 

LivePlan is safe and secure.  There are over 500 sample plans and templates. You can access 
it anywhere, from any device (as well as allow your team to work on the plan with you).  You can 
also integrate your LivePlan business plan with QuickBooks, for really easy financials.  And Tim 
Berry’s “Plan-As-You-Go Business Plan” ebook is included with your subscription. 

Step 1.  Signing Up 

1. Go to LivePlan.  Click on either the green “Start your business plan” button or the “Sign 
Up” link. Fill in your contact information.   

!  

2. LivePlan will confirm that your data is not a duplicate of someone else’s as you enter 
your information. 

!  

!



!
3. Enter your credit card information, including your zip code or postal code, and your 

three-digit security number (found on the back of your credit card). 

!  

4. Press the green “Get Started” button in the next screen that opens up. 

!  

5. Download your free ebook (bottom right corner):  Then make a note of the Help phone 
number and times, and finally click on the green “New Plan” button. 

!  



Step 2. Preparing to Build Your Plan 

You’ll build your plan around what author Tim Berry calls the “core” – market, identity and 
focus. This will help you create a dynamic, active plan – not a “ponderous document” that is 
guaranteed to put your investors to sleep.  Yet it will contain all the hard data you need. 

You will love planning with LivePlan, whose aim is to help you “keep it simple and practical”. 

Before you go any further, take the time to read Berry’s ebook.  If you’re in a hurry, go to 
Page 14 and treat the three points he makes as an exercise:  Brainstorm and write down 
your core competencies and focus. 

!  

!



Step 3. Getting Started 

Once you’ve read through the book (which is not a long read at all) and done your 
preliminary brainstorming, return to your LivePlan screen and continue creating your first 
Business Plan, using the easy Wizard. 

1. Name your plan, indicating whether or not it is for a new business. 

!  

For our purposes here, we are going to create a simple Start-up Plan. 

2. You may find it easier to start by selecting “Strategy” – though jumping immediately to 
your financials is also an option. 

!  



3. The next frame that opens up presents a myriad of options. Don’t let this throw you.  
What the Chapter Set-up Page does is allow you to work organically.   

You can add, remove, re-order or rename the sections shown on the Chapter Set-up 
page. 

!  

This interface allows you to work in whatever way works best for your methods of 
processing information.  It also allows you to organize your chapters. 

You can jump straight to: 

• Your Pitch 

• Your Plan 

• Your Schedule 

• A Scoreboard – all using the horizontal tabs at the top of the interface. 

If you want to manage your Users, simply click on the anchor text at the top right. 

!  

. 



4. We are going to create our sample Start-up Plan in a chronological, linear fashion, 
beginning at the beginning. 

Select “Cover Page” up in your horizontal menus:  Then click the green “Get Started” 
button. 

!  

5. Enter your contact information and other cover page data; then press “Save Changes”. 

!  

Be sure to keep the radio button checked in the yellow Table of Contents box, if you 
want to include a fluid TOC, which will grow or shrink as your document does. 



6. Once you’ve saved your changes, you won’t see any sort of prompt as to what to do 
next.  Simply go up to the top-left area of your screen, and click on the “Plan” tab, to 
return to your Chapter Set-up overview. 

!  

7. Next, write your Executive Summary.  Remember Chapter 14?  It’s broken down, 
section by section, into an easy-input Executive Summary creation tool here.  If you 
made any notes, now is the time to copy-paste them into your sections. 

!  

Just click on “Go to this section” within the “Who We Are” field 

8. Confirm your selection.  

!  



9. Type or copy-paste in your data. 

!  

It’s a good idea to open a simple text-editor such as Notepad, and copy-paste sections 
back and forward to your business plan Wizard entry fields.  Keep referring to the left-
hand menu for prompts as to what information should go in each field. 

!  

!



Don’t worry about putting the “wrong” information in each field.  You can always move 
text around by copying and cutting your text, selecting sections in the left-hand, vertical 
menu; then inserting your clipboard text. 

You may also decide – at any time – to include a section detailing what your business is 
not, in order to narrow the focus for your market.  These differences should be limited 
only to key discrepancies that might affect your investors’ decisions; not minor ones.  
They should dis-qualify specific elements in your potential target market. 

Don’t be afraid to use specific industry terms – this shows you know what you’re talking 
about – but do avoid jargon and “filler” phrases, whenever possible. 

Be clear and direct. 

Also be sure to proof carefully as you go. While LivePlan will underline obvious spelling 
mistakes, just as MS Word does, it doesn’t catch such errors as a missing initial capital 
letter in titles. 

!  

10. Once you’ve finished, pressed the green “I’m Done” button.  You’ll immediately be able 
to see how your text will look as a finished product. 

Note you can easily edit anything you want to check, simply by pressing the “Edit” 
button. (Tip:  Single-space your sentences to avoid unwanted indents.) 

!  

11. When you’re finished editing (or if it’s fine, the way it is) press “Go to Next Section”. 

!  



Repeat this process with the next section; and the next – all the way through the left-
hand vertical menu – to complete your Executive Summary. 

!  

Pay particular attention to the tips contained within the “Instruction” area above the 
textarea box (highlighted in orange). 

Note also that you can apply common formatting commands to your text from the format 
bar – as well as add images. 

!  

!
Step 4.  Adding Images 

You can go back to any section at any time and add an image as easily as you add them to 
Facebook posts, or to your blog – in much the same way.  Simply press “Add an image” in 
the formatting bar above the textarea box… 

!  

!



You’ll be prompted to upload your image.  You can either do so from your hard drive, or 
simply drag-and-drop your image from an open file or from your desktop into the image 
area. 

!  

Resize or align your image as you wish.  Click the green “Insert Image” button when you are 
satisfied. 

!  

!
!



Once you press the button, you’ll see your image nicely positioned within your document. 

!  

As you go through each section, be sure to pay attention to the “Instructions” box.  In 
addition to tips for creating the most effective text, you will sometimes also find helpful video 
instruction from Tim Berry. 

Step 5.  Your Progress 

Every section is as easy as the one before – even the financial data (which many people 
dread tackling).  LivePlan does all the calculation and formatting for you.  All you have to do 
is input your raw data and add it to your forecast or chart, one piece at a time. 

!  

Notice you can check a preview at any time.  (Remember to press the “I’m Done” button 
when you’re finished entering data!) 

!



It’s painlessly easy to create charts, tables and forecasts. You can even connect directly to 
QuickBooks to integrate your data without having to manually input it. 

!  

Scheduling – This is a wonderful feature, of which you can take full advantage.  Your 
LivePlan Business Plan is a fluid, active document; and as your business progresses, you 
can refer to your Schedule and add achievements and Milestones.  

Your schedule can be a wonderful tool for making sure you proceed on track and on time. 

!  



You can create as many business plans as you like, as well as returning to them any time to 
update, edit or even delete plans, simply by clicking on “My Plans” in your top menu bar. 

!  

And that’s really all there is to it – everything is made easy as clicking a button. 

!
Step 6. Extras and Resources 

But wait, there’s more… Specifically, a Resource section. 

!  

!



Here you will find the Sample Plan Library, the Help Center, LivePlan’s toll-free Help 
number, an email contact link and a section packed with free resources such as: 

• Industry research data sources and authority sites 

• Legal resources and advice 

• Legal forms 

• Startup advice 

• Funding sources 

• Financial management instruction 

• eBooks and reports 

• Planning Tutorials – and many more resources and options 

!  

You can also send feedback to LivePlan.   

!  

!
!



Finally, be sure to read the instructions above every textarea box in your planning Wizards.  
Not only do the instructions tell you specifically what to do and how to do it, you’ll also 
sometimes find helpful video links. 

!  

LivePlan is much more than a piece of Business Plan software – it’s a resource kit, mentor 
and business education course, all in one go.  

Canceling Your LivePlan Account  

You can cancel your account at any time… but with all the resources and its ease of use, 
you may find you don’t want to. 

When you do cancel your account, you retain access for the rest of your paid month.  

After that, your data is deleted. 

A Viable Alternative – What do you do, if you don’t want to lose all that data, but you’re 
pretty sure you’re not going to access your account for several months (or even a couple of 
years?) 

LivePlan has one more gem of a solution up its sleeve:  It allows you to place your 
account “on hold” for  however long you want, for a nominal monthly sum ($2.99 at time of 
writing).   

That way you retain all your data and archives – and you can restart your monthly 
subscription any time you like. 

LivePlan is a superb example of good business planning and growth – and that’s just one 
more reason why you will find it exceeds its monthly value. 

!
!! !


